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.~.ABSTRACT

.. J

Cognitive psychologists have started to explore how people use their world

knowledge in order to accomplish a ~ariety 9(t:l.Sks. The focus of the thesis research was to

investigate how world knowledge is accessed during the reading comprehension process: It
J

has been suggested (Barsalou. 1982) that very f:uniliar knowledge is readily available

regardless of what' the reading context emphasiz~s. but that less frequently used knowledge is

readily ~~j)able only- i~. contexts which -emphasize that knowledge. Experiment 1
0. ' ..

demonstrated that findings consistent with this point of view arc obtained only when subjects
-v

know what concepts they will be tested on. otherwise. both familiar and less familiar- .knowledge are accessed more Quickly in appropriate contexts than in other contc:.xts.

Experiment 2 provided further support for the findings from Experiment even

though a different baseline and two. different literary forms were used. Experiment 2 also

demonstrated that the distinctlon between access to familiar ana less f:uniliar knowledge i'S a

Quantitative one rather than a Qualitative one. as access to less famili~ knowiedge was

speeded relatively more by :m-appropriate context than was, access to very familiar knowledge-

E~erimc:nt 3 confirmed that this distinction is robust. as it rc:mained stable dc:spite changes in

task v:u.iables and subjects' strategies.. Experiment 3 also demonstrated that access to both

typcs of knowledge is hindered by inappropriate contexts but only when the degree of

congruency between contexts and test items is incrcased so that it resembles the degree of

congruency common to natural tex.t

The results of the rescarch arc important because they lead to the proposal of a

principle by which fluent com'prehension is achieved and by which new informa~ion is

obtained from text The studies also suggest that if experimental results are to be generalized
_.' .

to what nOrm:tlly happens during reading. it is of utmost importance that reading materials be

presented i~ a manner which does not difTer significantly from the natural r~eading situ:ftion. .
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CHAPTER 1

.'
Cognition is the activity of knowing:

the acquisition. organi=ation. and use of knowledge.

(Neisser. 1976. p.l)

Much of wh:i.t a reader"ilccds in order to understand the written word is not provided
,

!

,.

by the text itself. The fluent readcr. however, exp.eri.e!1ccs little difficulty in deciphering the

written message, and is- oftcn not aware of the cryptic nature of reading materiaL Readers

supply the missing information from their own knowledge about objects, events and relations ...- ,

in the world. and do so in an apparently effortless fashion. In fact, writers assume that their

audiences possess a wealth of knowledge, and consequently they do not have to include

i~form:ltion that can be inferred by the reader. Consider the sentence. "The zebra pelts on the
- -

wall clashed with the checkered sofa.... The individual words in this sentence do not provide a

.. complete semantic description of the writer's message. The writer must assume that his. .
audience knows what zcbras look like and that they know stripes and checks are not pleasing

to look at whcn they a~ ncit to one another. But, assume that a reader from the 22nd

century is reading the same sentcnce and th:lt tastcs have changcd so that putting stripes and,
checks tog~ther is the height of fashion. The reader still has to use his knowledge about .

zx::bras in order to understand what he reads. but he 'also gains knowledge about 20th century

aesthetics. -
-

No;, only does the writer's exclusion of information usually cause the reader no

problem. but the inclusion" of this same infcrm:nion can actually seem awkward. The writer

might have chosel: to express h]s message as follows: "The-striped zebra pelts clashed w~th the

checkered sofa. Stripes and checks look terrible together." This longer description of the
. //~ ~

/ '1
original sentence seems redundant. and material constructed..in-3 highly redundant fashion is

-4___

...

-



- .
boring to read. One would not want to argue. however. that I:mguage is never redundant. In

fact. redundancy is necess:lry for youn"g readers who h::lve much -to learn. for individuals

learning a new subject. :md for:1 person reading :l story from a dirrerent culture. -As such. th~"_
22nd century reader may have been aided by ':U; edit~r who included a footnote aboutthe

peculiar aesthetic wtes of 20th century man.

The exclusion of redundant inform:ltion. however. is not merely :1 stylistic

convention; it is also a necessity. Even though~ in practice, much of the missing information

-could be stlted in a text. it is simply not possible to supp1y all the information needed in order

to fully comprehend what is rea~. Linguistic 'descriptions arc analogous to scalTolding which

~

is buttr~ssed by a much richer cognitive system. Im:1gine having to supply the information that

pelts of animals arc used decoratively, that they must be hung on the wall with n3ils. that the

room being referred to is probably a study or 3. living room and so on. leaving inform:1tion_

out of text. then. is not only a linguistic convention, it is also :1 necessary p3rt of the

tr:lnsl:1tion between cognition and linguistic description. Consequently. linguistic descriptions

must be supplemented by the reader's world knowledge. Underst:lOding how knowledge is

accessed. therefore. is crucial to un"erstanding reading.

In the past two decades•. however. m:1ny of the Questions asked by cognitive

psychologists have focussed on the nature of mental represent:ltion (Block. 1980) rather than

on exploring how those represc:nt:1tions are used to accomplish the myriad tasks that human

beings engage in. In other words. much work has concentr:ltc:d on elucid:lting the structure of

knowledge rather than on the process by which that· knowledge is utilized. The thesis

research. however. explores the process by which world knowledge is accessed during the task,
of reading. The three hypotheses which have been advanced in the literature in 3n attempt to

characterize this process are a) that Knowledge is accessed in 3n inv3ri::mt f3shion regardless

of the reading context; in other words. access to knowledge is context-independent; b) that

....:.



A. THE CONTEXT-iNDEPENDENT HYPOTHESIS

" .

3
.',"':

what knowledge is accessed is determined by tJte reading context; in other words. accesst.to·
. .

kn~wlc:dge is context-dependent;· and l:). that access to very familiar knowledge is notsensitiv~

~..'
to variations in context but access to less frequently used knowledge is dependent on the. .- .... -
reading context

,
The hypothesis tbat access to knowledge is insensitive to contextu:l1 constraint bas its

\.
origins in attempts to characterize how knowledge is structured in the human. mind. The

theories this hypothesis is deri"~d from. often called semantic network theories. have a

common assumption. The representation of knowledge. at least in adult members of a culture.
/'

is presumed to be static and not subject to subst:1nti:l1 fluctuation by recent experience

• (Collins & Quillian. 1969; Collins & Loftus. 1975; Glass & Holyoak. 1974; Smith. 1978; and

Tulving. "1972). Concepts are assumed to. be linked to one another in this st:1ble structure.
~ ."

Thus. in semantic networks. concepts form intension:l1 relationships with one another r:lther

than extcnsion:l1 ones. that is. the important rel:ltionships are -between the stored units or

wordS"' themselves r:lther than between words and their uses (Johnson-Laird. Chaffin. &

Hermann. (984). The goal of semantic memory theories. then. is to ~ecify how knowledge is
. .

. stored and how access relies on that knowledge. Once this is accomplished., this approach

expects that the Question of how knowledge is accessed during a task such as reading becomts
~

"trivial. Thc assumption of sem:mtic network theory. then, is that world knowieds':. is accessed

according to how knowledge about the underlying concepts is structured in the first place.

One conseQuence of this view is that little importance is assigned to context-dependent

vari:ltions in ~nowledse.
f',' ..

Sc.mantic network models adopt the point of view that knowledge can be specified in

a highly structured and closed system. These models are consistent with a philosophical
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tr:ld~tion dating back to Aristotle (Kintsch. 1980). Aristotle wanted to specify proper

delinitions of words and to do it from a logical point of view. The implicit assumption in the

modern psychological qlodcls.' however. is that an intensionally structured system of

knowledge is psychologic31ly valid; in other. words. the mod.els assume that their dcs'cription of

the structure of knowledge is similar to the way in which knowledge is actually represented in

the human mind..

One of the first models of knowledge representation which emphasized the structure

of 10gic31 relations was proposed by Collins ,and Quillian (1969). They suggested that noun
.--'

concepts arc stored in a hierarchy so that a concept such as "e:tOary" is lowe'r in the

hier:lI'chical structure than the concept "bir~" which. tn turn. is lower in the structure than the

concept "animal". These: noun eoncepts are joined to one another by labeled rel:nions. that is.

"a canary is a bird" and "a bird is an animal". Similarly. noun con~epts and their prpperties

are also joined by labeled associ:1tions such :)oS ..~ canary can sing". "a bird has wings". or ·:m
. .

animal has skin". Properties of noun concepts are represented in an economic m:mner such
, .'

that they are stored directly at only one location in' the hierarchy. This assumption is caIled

the principle of cognitive economy. For example. the property "has skiri" is stored with

"animals" but the property "can sing" is stored with "can:uies". In order te decide whether or

n!')t a canary has skin. an inference has to be computed by going up the hierarchy because the

propert)' "has skin" is not directly stored with "canaries". The retrieval mech:mism in this

model is directed search of the hierarchical network..

The assumptions of hierarchical structure and cognitive economy of stOrage lead to. . .

sever3l testable predictions. One prediction is that it should take less time to understand a
, .

sentence such as ·Canaries are birds" than a sentence such as ·Canaries are animals". The

search process used to decide that the l:uter sentence is true must tr:lverse more levels in the

hiCr:lI'chy than the search process for the former sentence. "In 'other words. the more levels
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..

that must be; se3r'ched. the longer it takes to decide if·a particu1:lr statement is true. Second.--- -
the 3pplication of the principle of cognitive economy leads to the prediction that properties

which 3re directly stored with their nouns will be more readily accessed than will properties

stored at a-higher level in the hier:lrchy. In other words. sentences of the type "Canaries C3n

sing" should be verified as being "truc" more quickly than a sentence s\Jch as "Canaries have

skjn"

Conrad (1972), however. suggested that the structure of semantic networks is not

based on the cognitive economy of logical relations. She questioned the principle of cognitive

economy of storage on the basis that frequency of occurrence 'was confounded with

hicr:lJ'Chic~1 level in aU experimental tests of the model. For example. "can fly" is a much

mol'C- s:1}jent or frequent-property of birds than is "has skin", but property S:llience is
~ .

confou.oded with proposed level in the hierarchy in these examples. Conrad independently

varied property frcquency and hierarchical levc:l in order to test her prediction that frequent

properties of noun concepts' ~e stored directly with those noun concepts regardless of

hicrarchical level. She found th:n property fr~quency was :1 better predictor 9,f verification......
speed than was hier3rchical level Although Conrad questioned the. principle of cognitive

economy of logical rc:lations, she did not question the existence of a highly-ordered conceptual

network. The network, however. could be assumed to be structured such th:lt frequent

properties of noun concepts are directly stored with those noun concepts.

Conrad's structural assumptions are consistent with the processing assumptions made

by Glass and Holyoak's semantic marker model (1974). They prop~d that production

frec:uency provides an indication of the order in Which knowledge is retrieved. For example•
•

more people complete the sentence "Chickens 3re 'r' with the word poultry than with the word

birds~ On this basis. Glass and Holyoak's semantic mar:ker model assumes that the semantic

marker poultry is always retrieved before the semantic marker birds. This invari:mt order of

J
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retri~~' is assumed to o~cur regardless of whether the subject has to read the senten~e

Chickens are poultry or the sentence Chickens are birds. AccQrding to Glass and Holy"oak
,

(J 974), freQuency-b:lSed search of the network acc~unts for why the latter sentence takes

more time to verify than the former sentence. However, search order in this .type of model is. .

still inv:ltiant' and dependent on underlyjng conceptual structure; These assumptions lead to

the idea that world knowledge is accessed in a predictable manner w~h is dependent on

stable structure and fixed processing -paths and, therefore. is not afTected by context

The spreading activation network model propos~ by Collins and Loftus (1975) is the

model that h:lS had the most influence on how psychologists think about the representation
, "

3Dd retrieval of knowledge. There are two structural assumptions in this sem:1ntic network.,
'\ _..

modeL First, there are s1l6rt links between strongly :lSsoci:1ted concepts and long links

between less strongly rel3ted eOQcepts.. Second, the more strongly associated two concepts

are, the gre3ter the number of proposed links "there a~e between them. The ,important

processing assumption in this model is th3t knowledge is accessed by the automatic spread of

activation between relate~ concepts. The more closely or strongly rcl:lled two concepts are,

the faster activa~on will spread from one to the other. If. tor example. the word =ebras was

r~ad. activation would spread to concepts such :lS stripes. animals. horse. Africa and so on.

Spreading activation. then, should make some information about :1 word more :1vailablc just by

having read that word. The model assumes that spreading activation lowers the recognition

threshold for words sem:mticaIly related to the word that is read. Again. however, the

structure of kno~ledge is assumed to be static and the relationships betw.een concepts in the
. .

network are assumed to be invari:mt in the t1uent adult reader. This model was designed to

account for resul~ already obtained from many prior sema.ntic memory studies, but it is not

st>Ccified enough to nuke new testable predictions. As a result. the principle or spreading

activation in a conceptual network has more freQuently been' used as a heuristic to help
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explain experiment:l1 results than as a testable model.

The assumption in sem:U1tic memory ~eory and especially in sem:Ullic netWork

models, then, is that access to knowledge is context-independent. This idea that knowledge is

accessed in an ObtlietOry manner which is not const1'3ined by context is similar to the view.

expressed by som ~linguiStiC theories of me:lI'ling or seman~cs. Katz and Postal (1964) for

example, suggest tll t words are decomposable into primitive semantic features. It is these

features ~hich arc activated whenever a word is read, and these features mak~ up. a word's

core or meaning. The notion of stability is couched in a slightly different language. It is the

meanings of words which are static and which are activated when words are read, rather than

whole groupings of sem:mtically related concepts. Some models of the reading process have

used a similar notion to explain reading comprehension: La Berge and S:unuels (1974), for
i

example, suggest that with p1'3ctice, words come to automatically elicit their dictionary

meanings. Tfie· meanings 0& words in..text are assumed to be accessed one by one. Actual

comprehension occurs when the separate' word meanings are organized into an overall
.

interpretation of the sentence.. Comprehension is assumed to be eITortfuI. that is, it docs not

occur automatically as does access to word meaning.

In summary, the plausibility of context-independent access to knowledge rests on the

tenability of one basic assumption which semantic memory theories and related linguistic
- •.. :lL. •

theories of meaning make. Because access to knowledge is dependent on the way "in which

that knowledge is structured, the way in which knowledge is accessed'tan be known only to

the extent that one of these models of static representation is veridical with how knowledge is

actually structured.

B. THE COhTEXT-DEPENDEI\T HYPOTHESIS

.CO,!l~-d~ent views of access to knowledge are derived from theories of
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~

language comprehension and memory that' cons~dcr the linguistic r.aodels and semantic

network .models discussed above inadequate for, explaining much or natural language

comprehension. The view is similar to one held by Wi~tgenstein (1-953) who argued th:lt a
.

word's I!leaning is defined by how it is used rather than by its pla':c in a structure or by what

it refers to in the world. The view is also similar to that held in semantic field theory where a
'I

word's mcaning is assumed to be specified by its relationship with its context (Kintsch. IS80).

In criticizing the adequacy of linguistic and semantic memory mO~,els for explaining

language comprehension, many theoreticians stress the notion that comprehension is a

cognitive event rather than a linguistic ,one. Language comprehension: therefore. cannot be

adequately characterized by theories which take only the rel:1tions between' words into

account. Olson (I 970) stresses that theories of language comprehension must be able to

, capture relations between words and wh:lt those words are being used. ,~~ communicate, that is.

ext¢nsional relationships are crucial to natural 13nguage comprehension. The problem with

having only intensional relations is best illustrated by an analogy with a dictionary.

Dictionarics do not carry meaning, for they are completely tautological systems. Rather. it is

the people using the dictionary who carry meaning (Bransford, Barclaf & Franks. 1972).,

Olson points out that words convey meaning in the ways that they are used; that is, words do
".'

more than simply st::md for objects in the world. Instead, words in contexts provide

information about an event by excluding alternative interpretations. Thus. for example. the

fact' that "zebras have stripes~ is relevant information when discriminating zebras from horses.

but is irrelevant to characterizing the relationship'between zebras and lions.

Simil~ly. Kintsch (1980) and Johnson-Laird et. aI. (1984) argue, that semantic

networks cannot handle a range of phenomena which arc integral to explaining reading

comprehension. Not only can the models not handle relations between words and their

extensions. they become unruly when forced to handle relations between words and their

-.

,
'I.....

I
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intensions. ",For ex:unple, a network could contain wormation about tomatoes, such as the--
facts that they arc red when the~ arc ripe and green when they arc not ripe, as well as

information that ripe fruit is more "squishable" than unripe fruit. The network, however, must

store many other other types of relations between words in order to represent the knowledge

that frozen ripe tomatoes are less "sQuishable" than unfrozen unripe tomatocs. The beauty of. . .
~ .

semantic network theories, as they were conceived, is that they are committed to parsimony

. by storing k!10wledge in a tightly organized manner. But, in order to account for the range of •

relationships that a simple noun such as tomaJo can enter int~with other words, the network

~ould have to containmany more links-th'an proposed.

The m,ajor we:lkneis of the semantic network theories for the purpose of this thesis.

however, has to do with -the fact that networks ~ere not designed to deal with extensional

relationships. Thc'abilitY to handle extensions is crucial to any theory which hopes to explain

how knowledge is accessed during reading. For example, the noun =ebra can be instantiated

in many di1Terent ways in a text depending on what aspect of zebras is being communicated..

In a story, a zebra can be ~unted, give b~ be used as.a rug or a W~ging, oe P3rt of a

painting. be in a ~oo, be a character in a book. ~at, drink, run, be doctqred, be friendly,

scared, nasty: yo~ng. old, a grandparent, a chil~, 'be' comp3red to horses, fi~h, pianos, other

zebras and so on and so on. There are potentially an infinite number of ways that a zebra and •

the word =ebra can be extended or ins.tantiated. ConseQuen~ly, sem:mtic networks would

become unwieldy if forced to accommodate the range of general 'knowledge needed in

understanding natural language. Indeed some semantic memory theorists are well aware of

the limitations of their models (see Smith, 1978) and opt for representing.dictionary-like
~ ,

knowledge rattler than encyclopedic-like knowledge. Kintsch (1980) points out, how~ver, that

these: limitations restrict the range of phenomena expliC3ble in semantic memory terms. This

severely constrains the usefulness of these models for accounting for most of human ~ognition.
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The heavy. emphasis that critics of linguistic theories ·of meaning and semantic

network theories place on a word's reference and its extension or use leads to a context-. .

. dependent hypothesis about access to knowledge during reading. According to this view,

the~e is no such thing-as a set of knowfedgc which is accessed on all occasions in which a

WOld;. is read. Instead, adequate comprehension ~ afforded by the way in which the context

constrains and selects thc information appropriate to the way in which a word is bcingused. ,

Thei~portance of context in .access to knowledgc during reading. therefore, is seen as :1 .

.....
necessary consequence of the number of potential ways in' which a smgle concrete noun 'can

be instantiated in prose. To put it another way•.the logic behind the idea that access to

knowledge is dependent on context rests on the assumption that words convey information.

and as such the role of context is to narrow or specify an interpretation which is distinct from

alternative interpretations. Contrast this view that comprehension is achieved by a narrowing

of focus to the implicit assumption of' semantic network models that comprehension is

achieved by the activation of information which spreads or r::ldi:ltes from an original focus of

a single noun.
,-

C. THE FREQUENCY-BASED HYBRID

Although semantic memory models ean be criticized in terms of their inadequacy in

, accounting for t~e process by which comprehension is achieved. these models can· also be

criticized from another standpoint Several researchers have Questioned whether or not

memory is structured jn as highly stable a manner as that proposed by semantic network
•

theories. Barsalou (1987). Jacoby and' Brooks (1984) and Kahneman & Miller (I986) have

argued that the assumption of highly stable representation and retricval of knowledge is

questionable. ~illiam J3mcs made a similar point many years ago by arguing that there were

no such things as pertn:lnent ideas ~James. 1890. reprinted in 1950). Barsalou's work is,,-

particularly interesting in this reg3rd. because"he haS used the tools developed by semantic
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memory theory (ei categorization tasks, production frequency. typicality ratings) to show that

this most basic assumption of stability is unwarranted. Barsalou has found that not only is
. .

there little stability' in the representation of knowledge between individuals in a culture. there. . .
is also a great deal of instability within individuals oyer relatively short times periods.

The consequence of Barsalou's findings is that Questions about the retrieval of

general knowledge· are likely to reve:l1 more than Questions about structure. In other words.

the focus of the Questions posed shifts from asking how human knowledge is structured and

how that structure dctcrmine~ access in every.day experience, to how experience influences

the avail:lbility of human knowledge. Barsalou (1987) poses an interesting possibility that

derives fro~ this focus on r~trieval. He suggests that the hignly practised or very frequent

retrieval of a concept in conjunction with a particular property inay cause that noun-property

relationship to become well-intcgI::ltcd so that this largcr integrat~d concept can then be
. .

retrieved as a ~Jnil For example. if the property stripes is referred to in most contexts _i~

-which zebras are encountered. then the knowledge that zebras have stripes may come to be
./

retrieved whenever zebras are mentioned. In other wor.is, frequent retrieval of the same

•information :lcross varied ..:ontexts could result in the construction of some stable subsets of

knowledge. This knowledge about a noun will be accessed independent' of what aspect of the

. noun the contex.t emphasizes. On the other side of the coin. less frequent retrieval of some

knowledge lcads to morc variability in the represcntation of that knowledge. Its retrieval.

then, is dependent on a context which eithcr reminds readers that they have this .knowledge or

which forces rcaders ·to make an inference. For example, hooves m3y have been mentioned

wit~reference to zebras ~or :l particular individual on a few occasions. Thus a context about

zebras' feet serves to remind the reader of this fact. -On the other hand, an individual may

never have experienced the property lungs in conjunction with zebras. The reader could

m:lke the inference that zebras have lungs. however, if the context mentioned that a parasite-... '
'.'






























































































































































































































































































